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Abstract
A stabilized Galerkin/Least-squares formulation (GLS), developed along the lines advocated by
Hughes & al. [1,4] for fluid mechanics, and adapted here to a mixed displacement-pressure
formulation of elastoplasticity, is presented first. The equivalence of the proposed form with a finite
increment calculus (FIC) form, as proposed by Oñate [2], is then established. The FIC approach is
shown to open the possibility of introducing a directional character of stabilization terms into the
formulation.
The performance of the modified GLS and FIC forms is compared on test problems, which include a
thick cylinder subjected to internal pressure and a vertically loaded superficial foundation. Additional
comparisons with results obtained with a Laplacian pressure operator stabilization term(LPOS), as
proposed by Pastor & al. [3], are included. Results indicate that all three formulations are appropriate
to overcome locking and pressure oscillations, support element mixtures of low order quadrilateral and
triangular elements, and present advantages with respect to earlier approaches.
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Introduction

In recent years stabilized finite element formulations have received continuously increasing attention,
mainly in the field of fluid mechanics, with the main objective of improving solutions in convection
dominated flows, when using low order elements. In this paper, we present a development of such
formulations for elastoplasticity, with applications in geomechanics. Details on the work presented
herein can be found in references [5,6,8].
In the context of geomechanical applications our aim is to eliminate spurious oscillations in the
pressure field, and overcome locking phenomena in incompressible elasticity, as well as in
incompressible and dilatant plasticity. The simultaneous use of different types of elements with low
order of interpolation within the same mesh is an additional condition. A stabilized Galerkin/Leastsquares formulation (GLS), along the lines advocated by Hughes [1,4] for fluid mechanics, and
adapted here to a mixed displacement-pressure formulation of elastoplasticity, is developed first in
sections 2 and 3. The equivalence of the proposed form with a finite increment calculus (FIC) form,
along the lines put forward by Oñate [2], is then established in section 3.2, and both formulations are
compared. The analogy is shown to open the possibility of introducing a directional character of
stabilization terms into the formulation. The Laplacian pressure operator scheme (LPOS), as proposed
by Pastor et al. [3], is then introduced in section 3.3.
In section 4, the performance of the different formulations is compared based on test problems, which
include: a thick cylinder subjected to internal pressure, and a vertically loaded superficial foundation.
Results indicate that all three formulations are appropriate to overcome locking and pressure
oscillations, support element mixtures of low order quadrilateral and triangular elements, and present
advantages with respect to earlier approaches.
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Mixed Formulation of Elastoplasticity

Governing equations are summarized in Table 1. In Eqs. (1)-(5), Δ stands for an incremental value. σ
is the stress vector, i.e. in 3D σ = [σ11, σ 22, σ 12, σ 33, σ 13, σ 23]T. D is the deviatoric projection of the
elastic constitutive matrix, and ε is the total strain vector, decomposed into an elastic part ε e and a
plastic part ε p . u is the displacement field, and p the pressure field. 1 = [1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0]T is the
Kronecker vector.  is the plastic multiplier, f the yield function and g the plastic potential. In
Eqn. (6)-(9), f i are body forces, and a comma denotes spatial differentiation, K is the bulk modulus.
Finally, we consider here a body Ω, with boundary   gi  hi , with normal n .
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3.1

Stabilized Weak Forms

Galerkin/Least-squares Formulation

A Galerkin/Least-squares formulation is obtained by adding to the standard Galerkin form (Eqn. (10))
a least-squares term integrated over elements (Eqn. (11)) [4]. L is the differential operator defined in
Eqn. (6) and τ a stabilization factor. However, a straightforward application of the procedure leads to
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weighting terms which include plastic components (see Eqn. (12)), precluding a straightforward
implementation. A reflection on alternative forms [5] leads to the conclusion that formulations with
stabilization on the pressure equation only lead to simpler schemes. One such approach is provided by
equations given in Table 2. Kuu, Kup, Kpu, Kpp, Fu, Fp, Gu, Gp, Rσ and f derive from Eqs. (10)-(12); the
interested reader will find all details in [5,6]. The definition of the stabilization factor τ in Eqn. (17),
corresponds to the one of Hughes et al. [1], with  e a scalar factor.
Table 1. Governing equations.
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Table 2. Stabilized matrix form.
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3.2

Finite Increment Calculus (FIC) Formulation

Oñate [2] has introduced a natural way to retrieve stabilization terms, by introducing higher order
approximations over a finite dimensional domain, into the balance equations. This leads to the
following modified set of differential balance equations:


rmi  0.5h T rmi  0 ,

(18)

for momentum conservation, with

rmi   ij , j  f i , and

(19)


rdi  0.5h T rdi  0 ,

(20)

for mass conservation, with

rdi  ui ,i  p / K , where

(21)

hT [hx , hy, hz ]

T  [ / x,  / y,  / z ]

(22)
(23)

For elastoplasticity we can write Eqs. (24,25,26), and hence Eqn. (27)
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(27)

Introducing the constitutive Equation (27) into the stabilized equilibrium equation we get, after some
algebra [5], Eqn.(28) and finally mass conservation can be rewritten as Eqn. (29).
rd / xi  [..]1p  (3 / 4 )hmr rmi / xr
(28)

rd  (3 / 8 )hdi hmr (rmi / xr )  1 / 2hdi [..]1p  0

(29)

p
1

where h ( [..] ) refers to the first order in h terms.
The weak form of the problem is the standard one for the equilibrium equation and Eqn. (30) for the
pressure equation. After integration by parts we get Eqn. (31). In this last expression, we ignore
boundary terms and first order terms in h ( [..]1p ), the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations remain
unchanged with respect to the earlier GLS formulation and finally we get Eqn. (32), which identifies
the underlined term as the only change with respect to the standard mixed formulation. The previous
GLS formulation is recovered if hd & hm, which introduce a directional character to the stabilization,
are replaced by h, and only diagonal terms are kept in the h matrix.
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3.2.1 Definition of Stabilization Parameters
The general form of the stabilization matrix is:

τ   e (3 / 8 )h m h Td

(33)

The term h m h Td introduces off-diagonal terms in the stabilization matrix; these terms induce coupling
between x and y directions, and possible compensations of residuals in the x direction by residuals in
the y direction. To avoid that, we assume that h m  h d , i.e. the finite size domain which is taken into
consideration is the same for both conservation equations, and the following form results:

 p,x 2 0
0 


2
e
2
2

τ  (3/8) h (1/ (p) ) 0 p, y 0   0

2
0 p, z 
 0



(34)

where p is the last converged accumulated increment of pressure.
The directional contribution is given by the pressure gradient, which is included in the above definition
of the stabilization parameter. It yields satisfactory numerical results, but no real improvement with
respect to the scalar stabilization was observed. Alternative forms could however be thought of.
3.3

Laplacian Pressure Operator Scheme

Yet another stabilization scheme proposed in the literature [3] consists in stabilizing the pressure
equation as follows:

 uie,i  p / K   2 p  0

(35)

  ( e / 2 )(h e ) 2

(36)

The resulting numerical implementation is lighter, and results obtained so far are comparable with
GLS or FIC approaches.
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4.1

Test Problems

Thick Cylinder Test

As a first test problem we consider the case of a thick cylinder, consisting of Drucker-Prager material,
subjected to increasing internal pressure (Fig. 1). An analytical solution to this problem can be found
in Hill [7]. The original analytical solution involves a Tresca’s yield condition with  – r = y. In the
incompressible plane strain case, an equivalent von Mises criterion corresponds to k = y / 3.
5
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E = 21000 kN/m2
 = 0.49999
k = y / 3 = 13.8564 kN/m2
a = 1.0 m
b = 2.0 m
c denotes the plastic radius
p = 8  20 kN/m (total plastification)

Figure 1. Thick cylinder geometry and parameters.
Sigma Circ. at p = 14 kN/m - Thick Cylinder von Mises - 160 Q4 - mod-GLS
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Figure 2. Circumferential stress distribution across the cylinder for p = 14 kN/m.
A mesh composed of 160 quadrilateral elements is considered first. The theoretical solution for the
circumferential stress is compared in Figure 2 with the solution obtained with stabilized finite elements
(modified-GLS formulation for different values of the  e parameter) and with the B formulation.
Large oscillations appear in the unstabilized mixed formulation (  e = 0.0). Oscillations are still
noticeable for  e = 0.01. The optimal value for  e seems to be located in the lower part of the interval
[0.1, 1.0]. With higher values of  e the circumferential peak stress cannot be retrieved anymore.
Notice also the poor approximation of stresses at the internal radius, which is a boundary effect due to
coarse discretization. Results obtained using FIC or LPOS approaches coincide with the results of the
GLS approach (  e = 0.5 e.g.) [5].
6
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Mixing triangles and quads in an unstructured mesh reveals that the solution involving B quadrilateral
and standard triangular elements looses axisymmetry for the last converged step (Figure 3a), while the
stabilized solution (with  e = 1.0 for both quads and triangles) restores axisymmetry.

b. Stabilized quads and triangles (  e = 1.0)

a. B quads and standard triangles

Figure 3. Displacement intensities for p = 19 kN/m (last converged step).
Displacement driven tests on a refined mesh [8] essentially confirm above results, and indicate an
optimal value of  e = 0.5.
4.2

Superficial Foundation Test [8]

A superficial foundation on an incompressible or a dilatant medium is subjected to a uniform loading,
which is increased until a failure is detected. The problem is run here as displacement driven on a
mesh with 1296 elements (Fig. 4), using a Drucker-Prager criterion, with size adjustment to a MohrCoulomb criterion, such that ultimate loads coincide [8], under plane strain conditions.
E = 50000kN/m2, ν = 0.3, γ = 0, c = 1kN/m2, friction angle φ=20o, dilatancy angle ψ=0o.
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Figure 4. Finite element mesh.
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Different analytical solutions to this problem have been published (Terzaghi [9],Chen [10]), which
yield qu = ~18kN/m in the present case, Matar and Salençon [11] which yields qu = ~15.6 kN/m.
When standard bilinear displacement quad elements are used, results show an overshoot of theoretical
solutions (Fig. 5), characteristic of locking; this also holds for constant strain triangles, or when a
mixture of the two different types of elements is being used [5, 12].

Figure 5. Load-displacement curve using different elements and illustration of ultimate load overshoot.
Earlier solutions to overcome locking, like strain-projection B , enhanced assumed strains EAS or
cross-diagonal triangles all solve the incompressible case for quads, EAS also overcomes locking in
dilatant media when the mesh is composed of quads, but all fail when quads and triangles are used
simultaneously within the same mesh.
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Figure 6. Illustration of failure mechanism (displacement intensities) with LPOS elements, ψ =10 o
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The proposed stabilized formulations are shown, in Figure 5 (here LPOS formulation with  e = 0.5),
to provide a distinct ultimate load in the incompressible case. This is also true with a mesh composed
of quads, triangles, or both [11]. The same formulation also performs well in the incompressible and in
the dilatant case [5,8] (Fig. 6). It appears, however, that stabilized formulations require additional
mesh refinement with respect to B [8], and that a residual locking tendency may show up when
coarse meshes are used (Fig. 7).

 e (Eqn. (17)) can be arbitrarily selected in the range 0.1 to 1.0.

Figure 7. Illustration of locking tendency using a pressure stabilized coarse mesh (324 elements).
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Concluding Remarks

Three stabilized mixed displacement-pressure formulations for elastoplasticity are presented and
selected results are compared in this paper. First a Galerkin/Least-squares (GLS) formulation derived
along the lines initially proposed by Hughes et al. [1], the second derived from Finite Increment
Calculus (FIC) [2], and the third using Laplacian pressure operator stabilization (LPOS) [3]. The three
formulations are found to overcome locking phenomena typical of incompressible or dilatant media
when using low order elements, like linearly interpolated quads and triangles. This is true also when an
unstructured mesh, mixing quads and triangles, is used.
The FIC approach introduces naturally a stabilization matrix and, therefore, support to a directional
character of stabilization; this advantage could not, however, be exploited so far. The LPOS
formulation is lighter to implement and should therefore, based on our experience, be recommended.
Stabilization seems to require additional mesh refinement to be effective, as compared to B . The
estimation of a stabilization factor based on elastic considerations seems satisfactory. A parametric
study [6] indicates that the optimal value of  e lies in the lower range of 0.1 to 1.0. Results were not
very sensitive to the specific value chosen.
As compared to earlier approaches, like B or Enhanced Assumed Strains, the implementation of
stabilized methods firstly introduces additional unknowns (due to the mixed formulation) and secondly
is numerically slightly heavier (due to adding contributions to the stiffness). They also seem to require
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more refined meshes. They allow however to mix different elements, and open the door to a unified
approach eliminating locking and pressure instabilities in multiphase media [8].
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